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Why Remake Storage For Modern Data Centers

Executive Summary
Managing data growth and supporting business demands of provisioning storage have been the
top concern of IT operations for the past few years. Current deployments and practices based
on legacy SAN and NAS storage have done little to address this top pain point. It is evident that
storage demands and expectations for rapid provisioning have far outpaced the capabilities of
IT operations. At the same time, IT operations are under pressure to support new initiatives
such as DevOps and new technologies like Docker containers and microservices, which promote
business agility.
To cope with these challenges automated storage solutions are required to restore a sense of
balance. Ideally the automation should be centered on application requirements, offering much
greater scalability, while operating under the supervision of an operator, who doesn’t need
deep storage expertise.
Storidge has reimagined enterprise storage to assist organizations in meeting their
infrastructure agility, data center modernization and cost containment initiatives. With
Storidge, IT operations have solution that solves the key challenges of legacy storage today. As
a purpose-built, software-only storage solution for stateful Docker containers, it also provides a
seamless transition to containerized applications, saving the cost of duplicate investments in
new infrastructure.

Legacy Storage Is Failing
Legacy storage is being disrupted today for a number of reasons. The on-demand user
experience of the public cloud has exposed the ugly truth that legacy storage operations are
just too complex, cumbersome and time consuming. The easier to use cloud option has enabled
developers to bypass IT operations. In response, some vendors developed software defined
storage (SDS) solutions to deliver a more cloud-like experience. While certainly a step in the
right direction, most SDS implementations do not offer cloud infrastructure agility nor are they
architected for modern applications and microservices running in stateful containers.
Compared to the static nature of legacy storage and applications, containerized applications are
highly agile, scalable and portable. This portability means that these applications are highly
virtualized and independent of infrastructure and the data center. The degree of virtualization
impacts how value is perceived, which has now shifted towards applications and application
data. This shift also means that the perceived value of infrastructure is much lower.
In contrast to legacy monolithic applications, containerized applications operate in
environments managed by orchestrations systems. Resources are automatically provisioned
based on declarative inputs in the form of JSON requests or YAML files. While legacy storage
can be integrated with orchestration systems through plugins to automate provisioning, they

quickly run into scalability limits of architectures designed for tens of VMs, instead of thousands
of containers or tens of thousands of microservices.
The desire for a cloud-like experience is also reflected in the preference for OPEX over CAPEX
spending. Organizations want to pay for resources actually consumed instead of resources
over-provisioned to meet projected workloads several years out.

New Storage Approaches Needed
New storage approaches are needed to address the limitations of legacy storage, as well as, the
needs of modern applications. A software-defined approach such as SDS, is certainly a good
start but more is needed.
Organizations want automated, agile infrastructure. Today performance for applications is
mostly managed by IT operations through physical isolation. Applications are manually mapped
to fast, medium and slow boxes. Therefore to automate IT operations, it is critical for SDS to
deliver performance isolation and guarantees for applications.
The preference for OPEX over CAPEX means that resources should scale based on demand. This
means that software defined storage should scale up performance and capacity to meet
increased demand, and then scale down those resources when the workloads are no longer
present.
As a result, orchestration systems are the new operating system for modern data centers.
Orchestration software takes manual IT management tasks and automates them. While a plugin
can integrate legacy storage into orchestration systems for persistent storage, this approach
results in the same complexity, cost, skillsets and time-consuming processes to operate. To
deliver the full benefits of automation, software defined storage must be tightly integrated and
purpose built to work with orchestration systems.
While the perceived value of infrastructure is much lower, applications still run on
infrastructure. The rise of cloud computing means that infrastructure today could be physical
(on premise) or virtual infrastructure in the cloud. Ideally software defined storage must
present a common and seamless platform both on premise and in the cloud.

How Driverless Storage Can Help
Storidge’s solution helps IT operations move pass the infrastructure centric nature of legacy
storage. Unlike legacy storage, which is dependent on specialized skillsets, careful planning and
time consuming steps to ensure consistency, Storidge’s “driverless” storage 1 approach is
purpose-built to automate storage management for stateful containers, orchestration systems
and software-defined data centers. As a result, IT operations can:



Focus scarce resources on managing applications instead of infrastructure
Launch applications and provision storage in seconds

1 Just like how a driverless car may have an operator but move from point A to point B with minimal operator effort,
driverless storage accomplishes the same for storage administrators







Provide performance guarantees on a per-application basis
Run storage at bare-metal speed
Slash operating costs by 70%
Easily support legacy applications and new containerized applications
Run applications on premise or in the cloud with the same data management platform

Similar to Docker containers, Storidge’s driverless approach puts the emphasis on simplifying
the user experience for managing storage. Storidge software turns commodity x86 hardware
into a hyperconverged storage node that can be rapidly scaled across a cluster of nodes (see
Figure 1). Storage can then be provisioned through application profiles or automatically created
through any Docker ready scheduler.

Figure 1 - Storidge unifies x86 servers into a hyperconverged storage cluster

Like containers, Storidge data volumes are designed to be self-contained and optimized for low
latency, enabling performance guarantees to be set per container or per application. The logical
and performance isolation allows data volumes to be managed as independent objects. The
result is storage expertise can now be embedded in software and storage orchestrated just like
containers. Instead of managing infrastructure, application intent is expressed in profiles and
automatically translated into persistent storage on demand in seconds.

Storidge data volumes are assembled with elastic building blocks from a common pool,
aggregated across storage resources from a cluster of nodes. Data volumes are lightweight and
portable just like containers. This allows the storage orchestrator to automatically move a data
volume to the container as it is rescheduled within a cluster (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Common Storidge engine for bare metal servers and cloud

Data volumes are managed by a Storidge engine, which runs on both bare metal servers and on
virtual infrastructure in the cloud. This creates a common platform and provides flexibility for IT
operations to run applications and manage application data on suitable infrastructure, without
the fears of vendor lock-in. The flexibility of the Storidge engine enables resources (capacity,
performance, nodes) to scale up or down to match application workloads and demand.
Storidge’s driverless storage delivers transformative levels of simplicity and agility to manage
data growth and support business demands. It enables IT operations to focus on creating and
deriving value from applications and application data. Its’ innovative approach to remake
storage helps organizations meet their infrastructure agility, data center modernization and
cost containment initiatives.

ABOUT STORIDGE
Containers have made it easier to quickly develop, test and deliver applications. We believe
storage should be the same. Our “driverless” approach is purpose-built to automate storage for
containers, orchestration systems and software-defined data centers – enabling IT operations
to provision persistent storage to applications and microservices in seconds, provide
performance guarantees to applications, scale resources to demand and slash costs by 70%. To
learn more about Storidge, visit www.storidge.com.
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